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There are few places in the world with advantages so abundant 
they can only be outnumbered by its great opportunities. The 
city of Érd with county status is undoubtedly one of them. 

This flourishing green city is located in the immediate vicinity of 
Budapest, on the right bank of the Danube, taking up an approxi-
mate of 64 square kilometres of the Érd hills, reaching from north 
to south. while it was able to maintain its century-old traditions 
and keep up its atmosphere characterised by garden suburbs, Érd 
also became the city of superlatives. Being the youngest between 
the ranks of towns with county status, Érd is the biggest and 
most dynamically developing city of pest county. 

prosperous suburb at the gateway 
to the future

Érd- Town centre

T. Mészáros András, 

Mayor of Érd, town with county rights
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Érd looks back on a long history of unbroken development. 
The population is growing at a constant rate of about 1000 
new inhabitants annually. most of the families relocate from 
the capital, which is a fair indicator of the growth opportu-
nities represented by the attractiveness of the city. popu-
lation is currently approaching 70,000. The average level of 
education is among the highest in the Central hungary re-
gion. This fact is also reflected in the income and purchase 
power levels, which are also above average. 
Érd might just be the most family-oriented among the ma-
jor cities of hungary. The city’s leadership devotes serious at-
tention to the continuous development of human services 
infrastructure, in order to provide a relaxed and comfortable 
atmosphere for long-time residents and newcomers. 

A well-organised network of nurseries, kindergartens, schools 
and healthcare institutes provide services to locals. The city 
disposes of a unique reservoir of thermal waters with health 
benefits, which can be utilised both for wellness services and 
healthcare purposes. The banking, commercial and service 
background of the city is also on a level any major city would 
be proud of. All of these attractions are bundled within a 
pleasant environment characterised by garden suburbs fea-
tures, not more than half an hour drive from the financial, 
commercial and business centre of hungary, Budapest.

The pillars  
of development

Thanks to investment under the Town Development Strategy this town 

with county rights can become a very convenient and modern hub in the 

central region of the country.
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Paks

Pécs

Nyíregyháza

DebreceN
győr

buDaPestérD

All of these advantages enable Érd to provide a relaxed, 
comfortable, but at the same time, sophisticated back-
ground even to major international companies considering 
relocation. 

The city respects and stimulates enterprises. we too are in-
terested in assisting local companies on the road to success, 
therefore we consider it one of our major objectives to pro-
vide them the climate and reliable environment they need. 
There are an approximate 7,500 smes operating in Érd cur-
rently, which can provide a stable supplier background even 
to multinational companies. 24% of firms is operating in the 
industrial sector, 75% is providing services.

The heavy industry is also present in the close vicinity of 
the city. Apart from the industrial giants of Budapest, the 
close-by the Dunamenti power plant and mol’s Danube 
refinery are also of extraordinary importance. As motor-
ways also link the town to the significant industrial cities of 
Győr, Dunaújváros and paks, all these can be reached within 
an hour.

A flourishing business atmosphere

Number of small and medium enterprises in Érd

Enterprises operating in Érd company

7500

3500

2000

2008

Commercial organisation

services (75%)

Independent traders

industrial (24%)

agriculture (1%)

2009 2010
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érD
The city is located at the crossing of 4 paneuropean corri-
dors (no. 4, 5, 7 and 10), at the junction of 3 hungarian mo-
torways. The hungarian m7 motorway, playing a key role in 
east- and westbound traffic is integrated into the northern 
part of the city, and the m6 reaching from north to south 
borders Érd from south. using the m0 ring road, two other 
motorways, the m5 and the m1 can also be reached within 
minutes from the city. This road network fulfilling the de-
mands of 21st century traffic is complemented by two na-
tional highways, no. 6 and 7.

Érd also has excellent connections to the railway network. 
The city is the “western” starting point of hungary’s central-
ised railway grid, serving as the southern-southwestern gate 
to Budapest. This links the city to railway lines of interna-
tional significance. The city plays a key role in the organisa-
tional and support processes of the suburban railway net-
work. The service level of the railway line was enhanced by 
the completion of the intermodal node of Érd-Alsó station, 
where a new bus station, a p+r parking facility and a service 
centre were added to the railway station. 

Apart from its excellent railway connections, Érd is also 
comfortably close for air travelling. The two central air ter-
minals of hungary – liszt ferenc International Airport – are 
only a 30 minutes drive away on the ring road m0. 

The south-eastern part of Érd is bordered on 10 km by the 
Danube, the longest river of europe. Csepel free port, the 
shipping port with the highest traffic in hungary is only 10 
river kilometres from the city. 

The closeness of the Danube is not only significant in rela-
tion with the strategic role of water reserves and assisting 
investments concerning water intensive technologies. we 
are convinced that developing the Érd section of the river 
could become one of the main directions of future invest-
ments from the perspective of inland waterways transport, 
passenger transport and tourism, all in line with the Danube 
strategy adopted by the european union.

Connected to the world The sysTem of  
Pan-euroPean  

CorriDors ConneCTeD  
To ÉrD

7

4

10

5
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with these unique characteristics filled 
with opportunities, Érd offers a stra-

tegic partnership to all investors and 
businesses looking for a stress-free 
atmosphere and a reliable back-
ground for their services, for the 
realisation of healthcare-related, 
touristic, logistics and commercial 
projects, for their technological 
innovations, research and devel-
opment activities or the expansion 

of their manufacturing capacities. 

The realisation of our partners’ future 
development plans are supported by 

our local Construction regulations, set up 
in accordance with the development policy 

and strategy of the city. This document outlines 
22 project development areas in the city, which fit our 

vision by offering possibilities and services for countless 
options of modern business activities. 

The future vision for Érd was developed on three pillars. 
These are: the improvement of a metropolitan quality of 
life while conserving the garden suburbs features; eco-

nomic development adapting to the profile and character-
istics of the city; and encouraging creative and innovative 
solutions tackling the challenges of the 21st century.

our development direction is focused on projects related 
to green industries, technological development and im-
provement of the quality of life. we are also open to all 
projects aimed at job creation and conjunctural projects 
which assist Érd to become a city of superlatives in the 
field of economic development within the Central hun-
garian region.

István széchenyi, remembered by grateful generations as 
one of the greatest drivers of economic development of 
19th century hungary has assumed that “with some skill, 
we can use the stones hindering our lives to build a flight 
of stairs”. we, as one, are convinced, that if széchenyi was 
able to build stairs out of obstacles, we will manage to join 
forces with our partners, and use our rich and unique op-
portunities to create the stairs of 21st century develop-
ment. The city of Érd, town with county status therefore 
opens its gates wide for your development ideas. 

A city of opportunities



healThCare of The 21sT CenTury
renovated according to most modern standards Érd has one  

of the top outpatient care centers, 8 Adult and 5 kids Gp’s

aCComPlisheD Bank neTwork
8 different firms providing services in 9 local banks

highly regarDeD eDuCaTional sysTem
8 kindergardens, 8 elementary schools, 8 middle schools

reliaBle suPPliers BaCkgrounD 
out of the total of 7500 small and medium-sized  

enterprises 25% are industrial and 75% are service.

unique naTural Treasures
Thermal water, large forest areas and The river Danube 

nine reasons for Érd

invesTmenT frienDly soCio-CulTural environmenT
people with higher - degree qualifications and families with high yearly income

exCellenT TransPorT ConDiTions
meeting point of 4 pan-european borders, cross-road of m6-m7 and two main roads, 

close to m1-m5 and major rail-road lines, neighbouring Budapest,30 mins from liszt fer-

enc International airport and 10kms from the free-port of Csepel.

invesTmenT enCouraging legislaTive environmenT
22 Developmental project areas ( healthcare, tourism, logistics, trade, industrial projects, 

technological developments, research and development,production) 

qualifieD work forCe 
esteemed one of the highest in the east-Central european region



welcome to  
the city of  
opportunities!

Join the lines  
of our future strategic 

partners!



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the south of Érd, bordered by motorway m6, the bypass highways 6 and 7 and 
the commercial area (mostly classified as interior zone), located in the area flanked by Budafoki út. The traffic links 
of the area are favourable, both the inner city of Budapest (using the Ófalu node of motorway m6) and - owing to 
the m0 ring road - Budapest liszt ferenc international airport can be reached within half an hour. a Tesco super-
market has been operating for years and even expanding within the designated area, and a new aldi supermarket 
was also erected here. The expansion of the wastewater handling unit of Érd will be realised in this area in the near 
future, with investment funds amounting to huf 3 Bn. exploration of the area can be carried out partly from the 
service roads already created in connection with current development projects, and partly from the internal serv-
ice roads marked on the regulation plan.

Development of areas  
surrounding the TesCo  
supermarket

excellent location for the construction of furniture and DIY stores

Ideal area for the establishment of catering and entertainment centres.

favourable zone for industrial and logistic investment
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2
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5

6

7

8

9

10

1

Demolishable warehouse

road leading to Budapest district XXII.

tesCo supermarket

planned wastewater handling unit

motorway m6

road leading to Diósd and downtown 
Budapest

road leading to downtown Érd

penny market supermarket

highways no. 6 and 7

Aldi supermarket

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 3000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 25%

max. floor area indicator: 1,0

min. and max. building height: 4,5–10,5 m

gksz-7 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1,0

min. and max. building height: 3,5–11,0 m

gksz-2 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: the area 
incorporates several privately owned properties. lots with land 
registry no. 26247 (737 m2),  26248 (3201 m2), 26249 (45622 m2), 
26250 (45502 m2), 26251 (27662 m2), and 26230 and 26238 (sulák 
utca and sulák köz) are in the ownership of the municipality. the 
total size of the development area coicerns 38 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
part of the designated territory is uncovered, but the most fa-
vourable utilisation of the area would require the demolition 
of existing buildings on several plots. the safeguard zone of the 
wastewater handling unit needs to be taken into consideration 
during development. All utilities are available in the area.

Construction zone: 
the regulation plan classifies the area into construction zones 
Gksz-2 and Gksz-6, utilisable for trade-and-services commercial 
use. within this zone, private dwellings may only be built within 
commercial buildings for use by the owner, the operator or the 
personnel. the plots to be established within construction zone 
Gksz-2 have to be min. 30 m wide and min. 30 m long.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area.  According to regulation 
provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, trade, 
catering, services and other industrial activities linked to services, all 
subject to environmental protection standards specified for residen-
tial areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the creation of 
office buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for health-
care, educational, social services and other communal recreational 
functions (with the exception of childcare and patient care services).

no commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may be set up 
(with the exception of gas/petrol stations).

An earlier study established that Érd has but a few brownfield invest-
ment areas, one of which is the part of this area near to the Budafoki 
út. This location is quite favourable for commercial use, as indicated 
by the number of major retail malls already operating in the vicinity. 
for example, property with land registry no. 26218 could be used for 
development after the existing building is removed, as there is no re-
alistic way of giving a new role to the building which seized operating 
in its original function. The area could be developed to accommodate 
other commercial facilities (e.g. furniture stores, homeowners’ and gar-
deners’ supplies stores, currently without competitors in Érd).

Town and community events are regularly held and local residents have a strong 

need of new cultural and entertainment facilities >
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loCaTion, aCCess ways
The areas proposed to be developed are located in the south-eastern outskirt area of Érd, enclosed by motorway 
m6, the city limits of Budapest (district xxii) and the river Danube. The traffic links of the area are favourable, 
both the inner city of Budapest and - owing to the m0 ring road - Budapest liszt ferenc international airport can 
be reached within half an hour. The area can be explored from the service road marked on the regulation plan.

Development of areas  
surrounding the Tepecs region

Ideal location for the establishment  
of an info-communication incubator house.

excellent area for innovation and research and development centres.

favourable zone for the construction of office buildings.
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2

3

4

1

Crossing of motorway m6 and highway no. 7

Érd, Érdliget quarter

motorway m6

The river Danube

1

2

3

4

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 8000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 40%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1,0

min. and max. building height: 4,0–14,0 m

gksz-6 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: the 
area is composed of several privately owned properties; the 
north-western lands are in the possession of the same owner. 
the size of the designated project area concerns 46 hectares, in-
cluding 7698 m2 in the ownership of the municipality.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: A section of the 
uncovered area is currently in agricultural use. Development 
would necessitate these areas to be withdrawn from agricultural 
utilisation, utilities to be developed, exploration roads and inter-
nal road network to be set up, and providing adequate protec-
tion for ground waters (considering the wells located at the bank 
of the Danube). necessary utilities can be provided.

Construction zone: the regulation plan classifies the area into 
construction zone Gksz-6, utilisable for trade-and-services com-
mercial use. within this zone, private dwellings may only be built 
within commercial buildings for use by the owner, the operator 
or the personnel. the plots to be established within construction 
zone Gksz-6 have to be min. 50 ms wide and min. 80 ms long. the 
garden spaces in the front, at the sides and in the back have to 
be at least 10 m wide, and min. 60% of areas directly adjacent to 
public areas have to be reserved for green spaces to be planted 
with trees. no fuel stations (gas / petrol stations) may be set up 
within the zone. no underground parking garages, cellar levels, 
underground buildings, parts of buildings and objects (with the 
exception of utility manholes) may be installed.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area. According to regulation 
provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, trade, 
catering, services and other industrial activities linked to services, all 
subject to environmental protection standards specified for residen-
tial areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the creation of 
office buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for health-
care, educational, social services and other communal recreational 
functions (with the exception of childcare and patient care services).

Commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may not be estab-
lished.

According to the proposals of an earlier survey, the area could accom-
modate an infocommunication business park, which could be found-
ed on the success of the Budapest-located Info-park. The favourable 
geographic location and access to infrastructure are the main reasons 
to execute this development project in this area. Apart from inno-
vation and r+D opportunities, this area could also accommodate 
production capacities which require highly skilled professionals. The 
facility would be based on a service centre, accompanied by a research 
lab and other specialised support units. The facility could provide all 
relocating companies with business incubators, office buildings and 
establishments of different sizes.

This area of favourable geographical location is perfectly suitable for the establishment of offices  

and health care, educational, catering and other community institutions. >
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loCaTion, aCCess ways
The properties proposed for development are located in the south-eastern outskirt area of Érd, in the area south 
to the Ófalu node of motorway m6. The traffic links of the area are excellent, both the inner city of Budapest and 
- owing to the m0 ring road - Budapest liszt ferenc international airport can be reached within half an hour. The 
area can be explored partly from existing roads, and partly from internal support roads connecting to the service 
road marked on the regulation plan.

Development of the area  
south to the Ófalu node of  
motorway m6

favourable zone for business investment

excellent location for the establishment of entertainment centres.

Ideal area for the construction of warehouses

This area of excellent transport links is especially suitable for logistic use.
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2

3

4

5

1

tesCo supermarket

highways no. 6 and 7

expansion of the planned 
wastewater handling unit

motorway m6

Érd, Ófalu

1

2

3

4

5

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 2000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1,5

min. and max. building height: 4,5–14,0 m

gksz-1 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1,0

min. and max. building height: 3,5–11,0 m

gksz-2 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 5000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 0.7

min. and max. building height: 3.5–9.0 m

gksz-4 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
the majority of the area is comprised of a large number of small, 
privately held properties. the size of the designated project area 
concerns 25 hectares, including 74,340 m2 in the ownership of 
the municipality. 

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
A section of the uncovered area is currently in agricultural use. 
Development would necessitate these areas to be withdrawn 
from agricultural utilisation, building lots to be created, utilities 
to be developed, and exploration roads and internal road net-
work to be established. necessary utilities can be provided from 
the immediate vicinity of the area.

Construction zone: 
the regulation plan classifies the area into construction zones 
Gksz-1, Gksz-2 and Gksz-4, utilisable for trade-and-services com-
mercial use. within this zone, private dwellings may only be built 
within commercial buildings for use by the owner, the operator 
or the personnel. the plots to be established within construction 
zone Gksz-1 have to be min. 40 m wide and min. 80 m long. the 
plots to be established within construction zone Gksz-2 have to 
be min. 30 m wide and min. 30 m long.  the plots to be estab-
lished within construction zone Gksz-4 have to be min. 60 m 
wide and min. 80 m long. this zone only allows for the construc-
tion of commercial buildings, and no fences.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area.  According to regulation 
provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, trade, 
catering, services and other industrial activities linked to services, all 
subject to environmental protection standards specified for residen-
tial areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the creation of 
office buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for health-
care, educational, social services and other communal recreational 
functions (with the exception of childcare and patient care services).

no commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may be set up 
(with the exception of gas/petrol stations).

An entertainment centre may also be established in this area >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located near to motorway m6, to the west of the bypass highways no. 6 and 7, near to 
downtown Érd, in a commercial area categorised as interior zone. The area can be accessed via existing roads, from 
Budai út. surrounding settlements can be reached easily from motorway m6 and highways 6 and 7. The area is 
directly adjacent to a densely populated residential area. The city centre, the bus terminal and the railway station 
are all within a distance of 1 km.

Development of areas  
surrounding Piroska utca

Ideal area for catering related business investmenets

favourable zone for commercial investment

excellent location for the construction of shopping centres
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3

4

5

2

1highways no. 6 and 7, Budai út, 
Budafoki út, Balatoni út

penny market supermarket

tesCo supermarket

planned wastewater  
handling unit

motorway m6

1

2

3

4

5

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.0

min. and max. building height: 3.5–11.0 m

gksz-2 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 5000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 0.7

min. and max. building height: 3.5–9.0 m

gksz-4 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The area incorporates several privately owned properties. It also en-
compasses 11,000 m2 of land (land registry nos. 22414/2, 22301/1, 
22301/2, 22303) and several roads in the ownership of the munici-
pality. The total size of the development area concerns 16 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
several smes have been operating in the designated area for years, 
such as the treff sports centre. A penny market supermarket was 
built in the eastern part.  All utilities are available in the area.

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies the area into construction zones 
Gksz-2 and Gksz-4, utilisable for trade-and-services commercial 
use. within this zone, private dwellings may only be built within 
commercial buildings for use by the owner, the operator or the 
personnel. The plots to be established within construction zone 
Gksz-2 have to be min. 30 m wide and min. 30 m long, while in 
construction zone Gksz-4, they need to be at least 60 m wide and 
80 m long. This zone only allows for the construction of commer-
cial buildings, and no fences.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area.  According to regulation 
provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, trade, 
catering, services and other industrial activities linked to services, all 
subject to environmental protection standards specified for residen-
tial areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the creation of 
office buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for health-
care, educational, social services and other communal recreational 
functions (with the exception of childcare and patient care services).

no commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may be set up 
(with the exception of gas/petrol stations).

The area is only partially covered. regarding existing buildings, con-
siderations should take into account the advantages arising from the 
close vicinity of the city centre, as the area can easily be reached on 
foot from the downtown.

There are already a few prospering community and commercial facilities that can help the 

area become a commercial and entertainment hub in the future. >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the southern part of Érd, comprised by the commercial areas to the east of the 
axis formed by ercsi út and highway 6. it is adjacent to motorway m6, next to node “Érdi tető”, comprising both of 
areas categorised as interior zone and outskirt area. The traffic links of the area are excellent, both the inner city 
of Budapest via motorway m6 and - owing to the m0 ring road - Budapest liszt ferenc international airport can 
be reached within half an hour. one of the major drugstore retail chains, Dm has recently built a logistics centre in 
the area. The area can be explored partly from existing service roads built in connection with current development 
projects, and partly from internal support roads marked on the regulation plan.

Development of areas  
surrounding the frigÓ  
cold storage plant

excellent location for the establishment of an agro-innovation centre

favourable zone for agricultural investment

Ideal area for the construction of a logistic and shipping centre
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This area has great conditions for agricultural 

innovation and investment
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 2000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 4.5–14.5 m

gksz-1 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.0

min. and max. building height: 3.5–11.0 m

gksz-2 zone CaTegory DaTa
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A logistics and cargo forwarding centre may also be established on this site

DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The area incorporates several privately owned properties. proper-
ties with land registry no. 24930, 8422 m2; no. 26283, 7575 m2; no. 
26284, 8468 m2; and no. 26285/4, 9991 m2 are in the ownership 
of the municipality. properties no. 26285/3 (34 701 m2), 26285/4 
(4028 m2), 26285/5 (24 903 m2), 26285/7 (4316 m2) and 26285/8 
(18 055 m2) are in private ownership. The area to the north of mo-
torway m6 is in private ownership, with an area of 96,926 m2. The 
total size of the development area concerns 49 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
A part of the area is featured in the regulation as the “Érd busi-
ness and logistics park”. This has enabled the realisation of several 
investment projects: the cooling storage plant (frigó), car show-
rooms and the Dm logistics centre already mentioned. further 
development would necessitate these areas to be withdrawn from 
agricultural utilisation, utilities to be developed, and an internal 
road network to be established. The safeguard zones of the elec-
tricity lines and mol petrochemical lines need to be taken into 
consideration during development. necessary utilities can be pro-
vided.

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies the area into construction zones 
Gksz-1 and Gksz-2, utilisable for trade-and-services commercial 
use. within this zone, private dwellings may only be built within 
commercial buildings for use by the owner, the operator or the 
personnel. The plots to be established within construction zone 
Gksz-1 have to be min. 40 m wide and min. 80 m long, while in 
construction zone Gksz-2, they need to be at least 30 m wide and 
30 m long.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area.  According to regulation 
provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, trade, 
catering, services and other industrial activities linked to services, all 
subject to environmental protection standards specified for residen-
tial areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the creation of of-
fice buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for healthcare, 
educational, social services and other communal recreational func-
tions (with the exception of childcare and patient care services). no 
commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may be set up (with 
the exception of gas/petrol stations).

An earlier study maintained its proposal for the area to be utilised in 
the field of logistics, and highlighted the possibility of establishing an 
agricultural innovations centre in connection with the rich agricultural 
traditions of the region.



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the southern part of Érd, next to the motorway m6, in the immediate vicinity 
of node “Érdi tető”, with some parts considered interior zones. The area concerns commercial lands to the west 
of ercsi út, reaching to the railway line leading to Pusztaszabolcs. The traffic links of the area are excellent, owing 
to the nearness of motorway m6. The designated area accommodates several prosperous businesses, such as the 
company krause manufacturing ladders and scaffold structures. The area can be explored partly from existing 
roads, and partly from internal support roads marked on the regulation plan. The municipality is also planning to 
develop Tolmács utca in the near future, in order to enhance the traffic links between velencei út and highway no. 
6. This would also improve the direct access to the area.

Development of the  
mihálytelep quarter

Ideal area for the establishment of an enterpreneur village

favourable zone for the construction of office buildings

excellent location for the establishment of commercial centres
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method of construction: szabadonálló

min. allowed plot size: 2000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 4.5–10.5 m

gksz-1 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: szabadonálló

min. allowed plot size: 5000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 45%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 4.0–9.0 m

gksz-5 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: szabadonálló

min. allowed plot size: 3000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 40%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 4.5–12.0 m

giP-1 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The area incorporates several privately owned properties. The total 
size of the development area concerns 61 hectares; only the con-
necting roads included in this surface are in the ownership of the 
municipality.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
major pats of the designated area are uncovered. Development 
would necessitate these areas to be withdrawn from agricultural 
utilisation, utilities to be developed, and exploration roads and 
internal road network to be established. The regulation plan de-
scribes the proposed new plot borders required for the restructur-
ing of lots and the options for creating private roads. The safeguard 
zones of the electricity lines need to be taken into consideration 
during development. Concerning utilities, the area is well equipped 
with water and sewage lines, connected to the gas and to the elec-
tricity grid; telephone lines can be connected from nearby areas. 

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies most of the 
area into construction zones Gksz-1, Gksz-1k and Gksz-5 (utilisable 
for trade-and-services commercial use), and some parts into zone 
Gip-1 (area for other industrial commercial use). within this zone, 
private dwellings may only be built within commercial buildings 
for use by the owner, the operator or the personnel. The minimal 
width / length of plots to be established: in zone Gksz-1: 40 m / 40 
m, in zone Gksz-5: 30 m / 30 m, in zone Gip-1: 40 m / 50m.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area.  According to regulation 
provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, trade, 
catering, services and other industrial activities linked to services, all 
subject to environmental protection standards specified for residen-
tial areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the creation of of-
fice buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for healthcare, 
educational, social services and other communal recreational func-
tions (with the exception of childcare and patient care services). no 
commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may be set up (with 
the exception of gas/petrol stations).

In areas classified into construction zone other industrial commercial 
area, buildings may be created for industrial production, industrial 
services, warehousing, facilities for energy supply services and settle-
ment management, multilevel parking garage(s) and fuel station(s).

An earlier study proposed the creation of an enterprise village in this 
area that could accommodate small and medium enterprises which 
are unable to cope with the costs of setting up a privately owned 
establishment. A more sensible use of the area would also favor the 
processes of regulated location of industry.



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The properties proposed for development are located in the outskirt areas of Érd, on two sides of highway no. 7, in 
the area bordered by the railway line to Pusztaszabolcs, the extension of szajkó utca and by Páva utca. The quarter 
known as istvántelep lies to the north of highway no. 7, while gulyás tanya is located to the south. The traffic links 
of the area are good, it can currently be reached from the city centre using fehérvári út and szajkó utca. further 
exploration can be done after execution of the planned road extension and construction of the internal service 
roads, as marked in the regulation plan. The “Érd” railway station is located in the northern part of the area, ac-
counting for significant freight traffic.

Development of istvántelep 
and gulyás tanya

favourable location for the construction of warehouses  
and warehouse stores

excellent location for the construction of office buildings

Ideal area for commercial investment
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1,0

min. and max. building height: 3.5–14.0 m

gksz-2 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: The 
area concerns two adjacent territories in the ownership of the mu-
nicipality, with a total size of 59560 m2.  The project area to be 
designated concerns 25 hectares to the north of highway no. 7 and 
20 hectares to the south.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: most of the area is 
uncovered. The Istvántelep area is classified into construction zone 
for restricted agricultural use (mko). Therefore, development re-
quires the regulation plan to be modified, by assigning the a con-
struction zone for utilisation as trade-and-services commercial area. 
The municipally owned area to be developed within Gulyás tanya 
has already been classified as trade-and-services commercial zone 
by the current local construction regulations. Development would 
necessitate these areas to be withdrawn from agricultural utilisation, 
utilities to be developed, building lots to be created, and exploration 
roads and internal road network to be established. required utility 
lines can be connected from immediately adjacent areas, but parts 
of the territory are connected to the electricity grid.

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies the area of Gu-
lyás tanya into construction zone Gksz-2, utilisable for trade-and-
services commercial use. within this zone, private dwellings may 
only be built within commercial buildings for use by the owner, 
the operator or the personnel. The plots to be established within 
construction zone Gksz-2 have to be min. 30 m wide and min. 
30 m long. 

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact 
on the environment may be erected in the area.  According to 
regulation provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of ware-
housing, trade, catering, services and other industrial activities 
linked to services, all subject to environmental protection stand-
ards specified for residential areas. Based upon this, the area can be 
used for the creation of office buildings, multilevel parking garages, 
and buildings for healthcare, educational, social services and other 
communal recreational functions (with the exception of childcare 
and patient care services). Commercial facilities requiring a protec-
tive zone may not be established.

This area is ideal for development of storage buildings or major logistic bases too.  >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area to be developed is located in the southern part of Érd, comprising of both interior zone and outskirt 
areas, enclosed by fehérvári út, highway no. 7 and szajkó utca. its traffic links are favourable; the surroundings of 
fehérvári út can easily be accessed from the existing road network. all parts of the country can be reached via mo-
torway m6 and highways no. 6 and 7. szent-ilona telep borders immediately on the settlement Tárnok (residence: 
10,000) and on densely populated areas of Érd, only 3 km from the city centre.  The exploration of the southern 
areas - as already marked in the regulation plan - will be possible from the new road to be constructed as an exten-
sion of zámori út and the construction of the new roundabout to be linked to highway no. 7. The latter is soon to 
be finished, as part of a development project pertaining to a Tesco supermarket.

Development of szent-ilona telep

excellent location for the establishment of filling stations

Ideal area for the construction of buildings related to industrial  
production, services and energy management

favourable zone for deep-level and multi-storey car parks
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This area may be an excellent location to establish a fuel station
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 2000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 425–14.0 m

gksz-1 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 5000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 40%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 425–9.0 m

gksz-5 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 3000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 40%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 425–12.0 m

giP-1 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: The 
total size of the development area concerns 51 hectares, from 
which 34,154 m2 are in the ownership of the municipality.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: The private owners 
of the properties between sas utca and highway no. 7 are executing 
the development initiative on a joint basis. This includes the traffic 
regulation of the area, the plans of the transit road and the rounda-
bout, and the objective to recategorise parts of the territory as in-
terior zone. further development would necessitate these areas to 
be withdrawn from agricultural utilisation, utilities to be developed, 
and an internal road network to be established. The regulation plan 
describes the proposed new plot borders required for the restructur-
ing of lots and the options for creating private roads. The safeguard 
zones of the electricity lines need to be taken into consideration dur-
ing development. several small and medium enterprises have been 
operating in the northern part of the designated area for years, such 
as prettl electronics hungary (manufacturing electronic parts), func-
tioning next to a clear plot categorised into construction zone Gip-1. 
regarding existing buildings, utilisation considerations should take 
into account the advantages arising from the close vicinity of the city 
centre. some utilities (electricity and gas lines) are directly available 
in the area or can be connected from the immediate surroundings.

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies the area into con-
struction zones Gksz-1 and Gksz-5 (utilisable for trade-and-services 
commercial use) and Gip-1 (area for industrial commercial use). with-
in this zone, private dwellings may only be built within commercial 
buildings for use by the owner, the operator or the personnel. The 
minimal width / length of plots to be established: in zone Gksz-1: 40 m 
/ 40 m, in zone Gksz-5: 30 m / 30 m, in zone Gip-1: 40 m / 50m.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact on 
the environment may be erected in the area.  According to regula-
tion provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of warehousing, 
trade, catering, services and other industrial activities linked to serv-
ices, all subject to environmental protection standards specified for 
residential areas. Based upon this, the area can be used for the crea-
tion of office buildings, multilevel parking garages, and buildings for 
healthcare, educational, social services and other communal recrea-
tional functions (with the exception of childcare and patient care 
services). no commercial facilities requiring a protective zone may 
be set up (with the exception of gas/petrol stations).

In areas classified into construction zone other industrial com-
mercial area, buildings may be created for industrial production, 
industrial services, warehousing, facilities for energy supply services 
and settlement management, multilevel parking garage(s) and fuel 
station(s). 

It is possible to develop multi-storey and underground  

car parks in Szent-Ilona telep >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The areas proposed for development are located in the outskirt areas of Érd, close to the south-western borders 
of the city, south to highway no. 7. The traffic links of the area is favourable, being in the close vicinity of highways 
no. 6 and 7 and motorway m6. exploration of the köves földek area can be done from the planned new road to be 
connected to highway no. 7 (marked in regulation plan) and from connecting new internal exploration roads. The 
development of feketesas dűlő would involve similar features.

Development of the köves 
földek area and feketesas dűlő

excellent location for the establishment of projects related  
to agro-management 

favourable zone for industrial and commercial investment

Ideal area for the construction of buildings related  
to the food industry
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This area can be ideal for food establishing industry facilities
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 15000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 35%

min. rate of green spaces: 50%

max. floor area indicator: 0.9

min. and max. building height: 4.5–7.5 m

gksz-8 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The area is comprised of several privately owned plots of different 
sizes, currently in agricultural use.  The project area to be designated 
concerns 77 hectares on feketesas dűlú and 42 hectares in the Köves 
földek area - along with a further 3.7 hectares in its smaller western part. 
municipal properties can only be found in feketesas dűlő (393 m2).

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
feketesas dűlő is categorised into construction zone general ag-
ricultural area (má-2) by the current regulation plan. Therefore, 
development requires the regulation plan to be modified, by as-
signing a construction zone for utilisation as trade-and-services 
commercial area. The territory of Köves földek has already been 
classified as trade-and-services commercial zone by the current 
local construction regulations. Development would necessitate 
these areas to be withdrawn from agricultural utilisation, utilities 
to be developed, building lots to be created, and exploration roads 
and internal road network to be established. The protection of ar-
cheological sites need to be taken into consideration during de-
velopment. some utilities are already available in the development 
area, and it can be connected to the potable water line, gas and 
electricity grids from the immediate vicinity.

Construction zone: 
The area already regulated (Köves földek) is classified as a trade-
and-services commercial area, covered by construction zone Gksz-
8. The zone allows for buildings for activities of commerce, food 
industry, trade and services connected to farming activities to be 
erected. prohibited exceptions are large-scale livestock farming 
and fodder processing with a disruptive impact on the environ-

ment. The garden spaces at the sides and in the back have to be 
at least 10 m wide, and a belt of min. 20 m of land directly bor-
dering on public areas have to be reserved for green spaces, plot 
perimeters have to be planted with a double rows of trees and a 
shrubbery line. plots within construction zone Gksz-8 have to be 
established with a min. 80 m average width and min. 100 m aver-
age length. 

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact 
on the environment may be erected in the area.  According to 
regulation provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of ware-
housing, trade, catering, services and other industrial activities 
linked to services, all subject to environmental protection stand-
ards specified for residential areas. Based upon this, the area can be 
used for the creation of office buildings, multilevel parking garages, 
and buildings for healthcare, educational, social services and other 
communal recreational functions (with the exception of childcare 
and patient care services). Commercial facilities requiring a protec-
tive zone may not be established.

Office buildings may be established near the southwestern town border  >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
areas proposed for development are located in the outskirt areas of Érd, bordered by motorway m6 and the rail-
way line to Pusztaszabolcs, with some extra areas to the south-western direction. The traffic links to the area are 
favourable. The development area can be explored from the road to be connected to the százhalombatta node 
of the motorway (marked in the regulation plan), planned to be set up adjacent to the railway line, and using the 
internal service roads linked to the area. The area can be connected to the railway network if needed.

Development of area between  
the m6 highway – Budapest  
and Pécs railway

favourable zone for the construction of filling stations

Ideal location for industrial developement

Ideal area for the establishment of environmentally  
friendly energy projects
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Environmentally friendly energy service facilities may also be built in this area >
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 2000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.5

min. and max. building height: 4.5–14.0 m

gksz-1 zone CaTegory DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 5000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 0.7

min. and max. building height: 3.5–9.0 m

gksz-4 zone CaTegory DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: The 
area is comprised of several privately owned plots of different sizes, 
currently in agricultural use.  The total size of municipal proper-
ties in the area concerns 10602 m2. The size of the project area to 
be designated between the railway line and motorway m6 is 76 
hectares, the areas to the south of the railway concern 37 hectares. 

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: In the current 
regulation plan, the area is classified as general agricultural land 
(areas má-1, má-2), with the exception of the százhalombatta 
node of the motorway m6 and its environment. Therefore, devel-
opment requires the regulation plan to be modified, by assigning a 
construction zone for utilisation as trade-and-services commercial 
area / industrial commercial area. The area around the százhalom-
batta node of motorway m6 has already been classified as trade-
and-services commercial zone by the current local construction 
regulations. Development would necessitate these areas to be 
withdrawn from agricultural utilisation, utilities to be developed, 
building lots to be created, and exploration roads and internal 
road network to be established. The protection of archeological 
sites need to be taken into consideration during development. The 
development area is currently not fitted with utility lines.

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies the surroundings of 
the százhalombatta node of motorway m6 into construction zones 
Gksz-1 and Gksz-4, utilisable for trade-and-services commercial use. 
within this zone, private dwellings may only be built within commer-
cial buildings for use by the owner, the operator or the personnel. The 
plots to be established within construction zone Gksz-1 have to be 
min. 40 m wide and min. 40 m long, while in construction zone Gksz-
4, they need to be at least 60 m wide and 80 m long. The latter zone 
allows only commercial buildings to be erected, fences are prohibited.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

only commercial buildings with no significant disruptive impact 
on the environment may be erected in the area.  According to 
regulation provisions, facilities may be set up for activities of ware-
housing, trade, catering, services and other industrial activities 
linked to services, all subject to environmental protection stand-
ards specified for residential areas. Based upon this, the area can be 
used for the creation of office buildings, multilevel parking garages, 
and buildings for healthcare, educational, social services and other 
communal recreational functions (with the exception of childcare 
and patient care services). Commercial facilities requiring a protec-
tive zone may not be established.

Concerning the middle section of the land – flanked by the stream 
Benta and the main road to be constructed as an extension to 
the current szajkó utca -, in all areas classified into construction 
zone other industrial commercial area, buildings may be erected 
for industrial production, industrial services, warehousing, facilities 
for energy supply services and settlement management, multilevel 
parking garage(s) and fuel station(s).



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the southern part of Érd, south-west to the százhalombatta branch of motor-
way m6, surrounded by agricultural lands. Currently, the area can be accessed on a dirt road from highway no. 6.

Development of waste 
management facility

Ideal area for the establishment of a biogas plant 

favourable zone for the construction of waste –processing,  
waste-selection and waste-incineration facilities

excellent location for the construction of a recycling plant
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A bio-gas plant may also be built in this area >
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motorway m6

road leading to highway no. 6
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 2000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 20%

min. rate of green spaces: 40%

max. floor area indicator: 0.25

min. and max. building height: –6.0 m

kh lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The property with an area of 63,959 m2, land registry no. 0110/103 
is in the ownership of the municipality. 

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
Development plans necessitate the development of utility lines, 
the construction of exploration roads, recultivation of the land ne-
cessitated by the previous use (communal wastewater collection), 
the required study has already been compiled. Concerning utilities, 
the area is connected to the gas network. 

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies this area into the special construction 
zone “Kh”: waste management and urban management functions. 
facilities for urban management and communal waste manage-
ment functions may be erected in the area (waste yards, compost-
ing plants). A 20 m belt on the perimeters of plots have to be 
reserved for green spaces.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal

An earlier survey proposed the area to be used for the establish-
ment of waste processing, waste sorting, waste incineration facili-
ties or a biogas-fueled power plant. The decision concerning the 
appropriate facility to be built should take the characteristics of 
the regional waste management system into consideration, and be 
based on a study exploring the demand for collected and utilisable 
basic materials and recycled products. 
The current waste management processes of the region do not 
provide complete coverage: the high amount of waste produced 
in the area would therefore justify the area to be used for such 
purposes. If the area is developed in the direction of agriculture 
and agricultural logistics, a biogas-fueled power plant would be a 
similarly reasonable option. 

This area may be the centre of modern, complex scale waste management in the region



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The centre of Érd is the main traffic node of the city: this is where highway no. 7 meets Diósdi út (channelling the 
traffic from the northern parts of the city), felső út and ercsi út (coming from the south, from the direction of 
Ófalu). The properties to be developed are mostly surrounded with areas pertaining to a mixed city centre zone.

The transport links of the development area are excellent: from motorway m7, it can be reached via Bajcsy-zsilin-
szik utca - riminyáki utca - Diósdi út; from motorway m6, the path is ercsi utca - velencei utca - Budai utca. high-
way no. 7 runs through the city centre, but highway no. 6 is also almost bordering on the area as well. The capital 
is only a drive of 20-25 minutes away.

Development of city centre

favourable zone for the establishment of commercial  
and service projects

Ideal area for large-scale real estate investment

excellent location for the construction of theatres, cinemas  
and other community entertainment centres
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 900 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.75

min. and max. building height: –10.5 m

vT-2 lanD DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 60–80%

min. rate of green spaces: 10%

max. floor area indicator: 3.5

min. and max. building height: 7.5–18.0 m

kh lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The size of the development area is 17.1 hectares. 

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
Development projects that have been executed in the nearest vicin-
ity of the area: the modernisation of Érd-Alsó and Érd-felső railway 
station, the establishment of intermodal transportation links to Érd-
Alsó railway station, creation of the underpass at Diósdi út, and erec-
tion of the biggest retail centre of the city: stop shop. The city centre 
is also the scene of a development project within the framework of 
new hungary Development plan (Új magyarország fejlesztési terv), 
aimed at improving the attractiveness and functionality of the area. 
This involved the renovation of the monument buildings of the 
hungarian museum of Geography, while the promenade next to 
the museum park and the new central square in front of the mayor’s 
office are currently being refurbished. The city centre recently un-
derwent a significant transformation: apart from the development 
projects already mentioned, several multi-storey, multi-dwelling 
houses have been built along Budai út, with the two lower levels 
reserved for commercial use. All utilities are available in the area.

Construction zone:
The regulation plan classifies the area into mixed city centre zones (vt-2 
and vt-4). These zones allow for residential buildings to be constructed, 
along with buildings for trade, services, catering, accommodations, for 
administrative, religious, educational, cultural, sports or for social use. In 
mixed city centre areas, the maximum number of residential dwellings 
or functional units to be created should be calculated on the follow-
ing formula: the gross maximum floor area (based on the floor area 
indicators prescribed for the zone concerned and the size of the plot) 
divided by 130, rounded down. no sawnwood manufacturers, metal 
workshops, wreck processing yards, traders of non-ferrous metals, 

waste collecting and handling facilities, lorry parking lots, retail outlets 
of fuel and construction materials, or chemical process workshops or 
plants may be set up in these zones and no such existing units expand-
ed. regarding construction materials, only showrooms may operate in 
the area (e.g. for bathroom equipment, doors, windows, etc.), but no 
warehouses may be established (i.e., these products may only be sup-
plied from a remote warehouse). In construction zone vt-4, the lowest 
two levels of buildings may only be used for public purposes. no fences 
may be set up on the plot perimeter of community, administrative and 
commercial buildings directly opening to public areas.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal

one of the objectives outlined in the Integrated urban Development 
strategy of the Érd, city with county status, is the development of the 
city centre and the creation of a uniform, modern urban profile. 

Developments have allowed for new opportunities to arise in sev-
eral locations. such a new possibility has presented itself in the prop-
erties adjacent to the newly built promenade, where the demolition 
of existing buildings and the reorganisation of plot borders could ex-
pand the surface of the newly established, sophisticated city centre 
area. one of the objectives is to create a more intensive connection 
between the two railway lines of the city center and between the 
areas to the north and to the south of these lines - this would also 
enable the creation of a city centre with harmonised features.

Budai út, being transformed section by section to comply with the 
uniform cityscape, provides a good backdrop for these develop-
ment possibilities. Between these areas being converted to a style 
more suited to a city, there are still some enclosed spots which are 
alien to the new design: the old bus terminal being one of them. 
The appropriate reshaping of this area is definitely necessary for 
the further development of the city centre. 



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area proposed for development is located close to the city centre of Érd (1.2 km), to the western side, next to 
one of the main arteries of the city, velencei út, in a zone with mixed characteristics of garden suburbs and of city 
center zones. The city’s events and sports hall was recently built in the immediate vicinity. 

The traffic links of the development area are excellent: velencei út connects to highway no. 7 at the western border 
of the city, while the Érd station of the Budapest-Pusztaszabolcs railway line (leading to Pécs) is within 500 meters.

Development of sports facility 
at velencei út

Ideal area for the construction of a sports complex

favourable zone for catering industry investments

excellent location for the construction of hotels  
and other accomodation
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It is possible to establish a variety of leisure sport facilities near the Town Sports and Events hall >
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 900 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.75

min. and max. building height: –10.5 m

vT-2 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The area proposed for development is registered under land reg-
istry no. 18778/1, in the ownership of the municipality, with a size 
of 58,099 m2.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
The plot is not covered with buildings. The neighbouring area (no. 
18778/2) accommodates the city’s events and sports hall. The 
parking lots required for operation were set up on the eastern and 
southern sides of the building, and another app. 38,000 m2 can be 
drawn into the development project. All utilities are available in 
the area.

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies the majority of the area into zone 
vt-2 (mixed city centre area), another part in Z-1 (green spaces). 
Zone vt-2 allows for residential buildings to be constructed, along 
with buildings for trade, services, catering, accommodations, for 
administrative, religious, educational, cultural, sports or for social 
use. A limited amount or residential buildings may be erected. 

In the areas listed as zone Z-1 (green spaces), facilities not catego-
rised as buildings may be established for the purpose of relaxation, 
sports, playgrounds, walking paths, cycling paths, alongside with 
buildings for playtime, sports or for catering activities.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal

An earlier study proposed the area to be used for the establish-
ment of a sports centre and development of related accommo-
dations. The project would bring about a unique entertainment 
centre with its main focus on sport (artificial turf football field, 
bowling club, squash and fitness facilities). A number of catering 
units, a cinema and a sports hotel could be attached to this.
The city lacks a sufficient number of high-quality touristic ac-
commodations and sporting facilities. Concerning the size of the 
city and the composition of the population, a cinema should be 
opened as well. These functions could be integrated in the area ad-
jacent to the sports centre. services would include catering and ac-
commodation for visiting guests, which is also linked to the main 
function of the sports hall. 

The development of local competitive and leisure sports is a high priority for Érd, town with county rights >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area proposed for development is located in the western part of the city centre of Érd. szabadság tér is cur-
rently one of the most significant traffic nodes of the city. The urban rehabilitation project aimed at enhancing the 
city centre is being developed in the immediate neighbourhood. highway no. 7 connects to the southern part of 
the city here (beyond the section leading through Érd). This location links both felső utca (leading to Ófalu) and 
ercsi út towards motorway m6. 

The traffic links of the development area are excellent: from downtown Érd it can be accessed via Budai út (high-
way no. 7). 

Development of szabadság tér

excellent location for the construction of conference  
and wellness centres

Ideal area for the construction of a five-star hotel

favourable zone for the establishment of an entertainment centre
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1200 m2

max. allowed coverage: 40–80%

min. rate of green spaces: 10%

max. floor area indicator: –

min. and max. building height: 20.0–50.0 m

vk-1 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The proposed conversion of the area is described in the valid regula-
tion plan. According to its provisions, the total area used for traffic 
in szabadság tér may be reduced, thereby forming a development 
area with a surface totalling to almost 2 hectares. Currently, lot no. 
18893/3 (19,400 m2, with only a part pertaining to the development 
area) and lot no. 18893/4 (2,904 m2) are in the ownership of the 
municipality; while properties with lot no. 22906 (704 m2) and lot 
no. 22907 (2164 m2) are in private and/or state ownership. 

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
The square szabadság tér is one of the major traffic nodes of the 
city, accommodating a junction of several main roads. The cur-
rent traffic scheme is quite complicated, but the available space of-
fers an opportunity to overhaul the system. The main road would 
flank the new space from the northern side (leading both ways), 
with esküdt utca, felső utca and ercsi út connecting to it nearby. 
This would allow the southern part of the area to be converted to 
building lots, which could be used for the construction of tower 
blocks. The regulation plan provides for the pelikán promenade 
(currently under construction) to be extended onto the southern 
part of the area, thereby creating a direct and organised pedestrian 
connection with the current city centre. All utilities are available 
in the area.

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies a significant portion of the area as cen-
tral mixed area (vk-1), and a smaller section as green spaces (Z-vk). 
Attributes of zone vk-1 allow for spaces to be inserted in closed 
rows of adjacent buildings. A maximum of 50% of floor area may 
be used for residential dwellings. According to the regulations of 
zone Z-vk (city centre promenade planted with trees; public spaces), 

areas may be furnished with equipment and objects for relaxation 
(benches, gazebos, fountains, statues, space dividers, bycicle racks, 
etc.). In felső utca, an underground parking garage may be built. 

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

In mixed central areas, buildings accommodating several individual 
units used primarily for central administration and trade-and-serv-
ices commercial activities may be set up. Apart from this, buildings 
for catering, accommodations and service provision, community en-
tertainment, for cultural, religious, educational and sports activities, 
for healthcare and social services may be erected. no independent 
residential buildings may be built in mixed central areas.

An earlier study proposed the mayor’s office to be relocated to the 
tower blocks to be erected here. The new building could accom-
modate - after a detailed survey of the municipality’s exact needs 
- other offices (central offices of the city’s institutes, company cent-
ers), a five-star hotel (not yet available in the city) equipped with 
conference centre and wellness facility, and a cinema. The multitude 
of services offered would enable the appropriate utilisation of the 
building and operational safety.

The surroundings of Szabadság tér are ideal for quality hotels, apartments to construct
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loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area for development is located in the heart - the city centre - of Érd, between the railway lines Budapest-
Pusztaszabolcs-Pécs and Budapest-székesfehérvár. The properties to be developed are surrounded with areas per-
taining to a mixed city centre zone. Development projects that have been executed in the nearest vicinity of the 
area: the modernisation of Érd-alsó and Érd-felső railway station, the establishment of intermodal traffic links to 
Érd-alsó railway station, construction of the underpass at Diósdi út, building of the biggest retail centre of the city 
(stop shop), and the urban rehabilitation program aimed at the enhancement of the city centre. 

The area can be reached by foot via the railway underpass, or by car via Budai út - esküdt utca - alispán utca. rail-
way access is favourable both from Érd-alsó and from Érd-felső railway stations.

Development of the Diósdi út 
promenade and its surroundings

Ideal area for the construction of a conference hotel

excellent location for the establishment of a deep-level car park

favourable zone for the construction of commercial accomodation
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 600 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 50%

max. floor area indicator: 1.25

min. and max. building height: –7.5 m

vT-1 lanD DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 900 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.25

min. and max. building height: –10.5 m

vT-2 lanD DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 65%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.8

min. and max. building height: –9.0 m

vT-3 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: The 
area is comprised of several properties. properties with land registry 
no. 18987 (1055 m2) and 21472 (1141 m2) are owned by the mu-
nicipality, the rest is in private ownership. There are several buildings 
currently in operation on the properties, proprietors will have to be 
bought out therefore before any development. The total area of de-
velopment concerns 4.1 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: The development 
area is located in a part of the city with significant pedestrian traffic, 
due to the nearness of the two railway stations. still, the characteris-
tics of the area do not reflect this pedestrian function well enough. 
There is a large number of retail stores operating in the neighbour-
hood, in many cases, in an unorderly and unorganised manner, in 
buildings needing renovation. If investment plans are to be execut-
ed, existing buildings would need to be demolished on properties 
to be included in the development, and by reorganizing the plot 
layout, lots originally planned for residential buildings can now be 
connected to be utilised for the planned new functions. The de-
velopment area is partly equipped with utilities; completion of the 
sewage system is being carried out as part of the urban sewage line 
development project. 

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies the area into 
mixed city centre zones (vt-1, vt-2 and vt-3). The zone allows for 
residential buildings to be constructed, along with buildings for 
trade, services, catering, accommodations, for administrative, reli-
gious, educational, cultural, sports or for social use. no sawnwood 
manufacturers, metal workshops, wreck processing yards, traders 
of non-ferrous metals, waste collecting and handling facilities, lor-
ry parking lots, retail outlets of fuel and construction materials, or 
chemical process workshops or plants may be set up in these zones 

and no such existing units expanded. regarding construction ma-
terials, only showrooms may operate in the area (e.g. for bathroom 
equipment, doors, windows, etc.), but no warehouses may be es-
tablished (i.e., these products may only be supplied from a remote 
warehouse).

DeveloPmenT ProPosal

An earlier study proposed a part of the area to be used for a hotel 
focusing on business and conference tourism (4 stars, 100 rooms, 
with a 200-seat conference hall, casino and an underground parking 
garage). within the development, the space between Alispán utca, 
Diósdi utca and mária utca could be improved and expanded. The 
number of accommodation for business travellers is low, especially 
when it comes to high-quality rooms. The business and conference 
tourism heading for Budapest and its surroundings are being ab-
sorbed by settlements in the capital’s agglomerations, Érd not being 
able to participate in this competition.  At the same time, its road, 
railway and inland water connections are unique when it comes to 
connections with Budapest. 

A conference centre might be built in the area >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the eastern part of Érd, incorporating the plots to the south of Érdliget railway 
station. The Érdliget quarter is one of the subcentres of the city, with a kindergarten, a school, a church, a post 
office, a pharmacy, a savings bank and several retail stores functioning in its surroundings. The properties to be 
developed are surrounded with areas pertaining to residential areas with garden suburbs features and mixed city 
centre zones. Part of the areas surrounding Balatoni út are being developed by the lidl supermarket.

road traffic can access the area from highway no. 7 via Pipacs utca - Duna utca - Tállya utca, and travellers arriving 
by train on the line connecting Budapest to Pusztaszabolcs use the railway station Érdliget.

Development of  
Érdliget subcentral area

favourable zone for the establishment of service centres

Ideal area for the construction of commercial spaces and other 
buildings related to commerce

excellent location for offices, parking lots and public spaces
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 900 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.75

min. and max. building height: –10.5 m

vT-2 lanD DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 600 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.25

min. and max. building height: –7.5 m

vT-1/l lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
properties with land registry no. 21004 (664 m2), 21003 (726 m2), 20997 
(1659 m2), 20983 (649 m2), 20984 (629 m2), 20982 (2586 m2), 20977 
(878 m2) and 20878 (4861 m2) are in the ownership of the municipality.
The total size of the development area concerns 6.3 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
The development area is located in a part with significant transit traffic 
going through the Érdliget subcenter, at the same time, not providing 
sufficient business and other services. The characteristics of the area do 
not reflect its role as a subcentre. If investment plans are to be executed, 
existing buildings have to be demolished on the properties to be in-
cluded in the development. This way, by reorganising the plot layout, 
lots originally planned for residential buildings can now be connected 
to be utilised for the planned new functions. The development area is 
partly equipped with utilities; completion of the sewage system is being 
carried out as part of the urban sewage line development project. 

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies the area into mixed city centre zones (vt-2 
and vt-1/l). The zone allows for residential buildings to be constructed, 
along with buildings for trade, services, catering, accommodations, for 
administrative, religious, educational, cultural, sports or for social use. A 
limited amount or residential dwellings may be established. no sawn-
wood manufacturers, metal workshops, wreck processing yards, trad-
ers of non-ferrous metals, waste collecting and handling facilities, lorry 
parking lots, retail outlets of fuel and construction materials, or chemical 
process workshops or plants may be set up in these zones and no such 
existing units expanded. regarding construction materials, only show-
rooms may operate in the area (e.g. for bathroom equipment, doors, 
windows, etc.), but no warehouses may be established (i.e., these prod-
ucts may only be supplied from a remote warehouse).

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

The proposed utilisation of the area: establishing a service centre and 
creating shop spaces, office spaces, parking lots and public areas. plans 
will also needs to devote attention to the development of the cityscape 
and provision of sufficient services. one of the endeavours laid down 
in the Integrated urban Development strategy of Érd, city of county 
status, is the creation of city subcentres the role of which are sufficiently 
reflected in their functions, profiles and quality. The project is linked to 
the objectives concerning the Bem tér subcentre.

Office buildings can be erected in Érdliget >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
Bem tér is located in the northern part of Érd, at the area of the Parkváros district flanked by motorway m7. one 
of the subcentres of the city is located in the neighbourhood - offering a kindergarten, a school, a church, a com-
munity centre, a grocery store, a pharmacy, a post office, a savings bank, car dealers and a large number of retail 
stores. The properties to be developed are surrounded with areas pertaining to residential areas with garden sub-
urbs features and mixed city centre zones. The road surface of Bajcsy-zsilinszky utca (connecting the area with the 
city centre) was replaced in 2006.  The kindergarten bordering the area from the west was refurbished in 2009. The 
neighbouring property with land registry no. 3230 accommodates a high-quality, modern multifunction building.  

The development area can be accessed via iparos utca when arriving from motorway m7, or through Diósdi utca - 
riminyáki utca - Bajcsy-zsilinszky utca when arriving from the city centre. 

Development of Bem tér  
subcentral area

favourable zone for the construction of commercial spaces, offices 
and a deep-level car park

excellent location for the establishment of a service centre

Ideal area for a community centre and public park
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 900 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.75

min. and max. building height: –10.5 m

vT-2  lanD DaTa

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 600 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 1.25

min. and max. building height: –7.5 m

vT-1 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The total size of the development area concerns 16 hectares, from 
which 18930 m2 are in the ownership of the municipality (not counting 
municipal roads).

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
The development area is located in a part of the city with significant tran-
sit traffic, functioning as one of the subcentres of the city. still, the char-
acteristics of the area do not reflect this role well enough. There is a large 
number of retail stores operating in Bem tér, in many cases, in an unorderly 
and unorganised manner, in buildings needing renovation. An Interspar 
grocery store is under construction in the northern part of the area, while 
the restructuring of the node of motorway m7 (state investment project) 
and the development of Iparos utca are also under way. A new rounda-
bout will also be established at the junction of Iparos út and törökbálinti 
út. The investment involves the demolition of obsolete shop spaces, but 
existing buildings will also have to be removed from other properties in-
volved in the development project. All utilities are available in the area.

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies the area into mixed city centre zones (vt-2 
and vt-1/l). The zone allows for residential buildings to be constructed, 
along with buildings for trade, services, catering, accommodations, for 
administrative, religious, educational, cultural, sports or for social use. 
no sawnwood manufacturers, metal workshops, wreck processing 
yards, traders of non-ferrous metals, waste collecting and handling facili-
ties, lorry parking lots, retail outlets of fuel and construction materials, 
or chemical process workshops or plants may be set up in these zones 
and no such existing units expanded. regarding construction materials, 
only showrooms may operate in the area (e.g. for bathroom equipment, 
doors, windows, etc.), but no warehouses may be established (i.e., these 
products may only be supplied from a remote warehouse).

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

The proposed utilisation of the area: establishing a service centre and 
creating shop spaces, office spaces, underground parking garages, a 
community house and a public park. one of the endeavours laid down 
in the Integrated urban Development strategy of Érd, city of county 
status, is the creation of city subcentres the role of which are sufficiently 
reflected in their functions, profiles and quality. The project is linked to 
the objectives concerning the Érdliget subcentre.

 By developing parks, the city’s intention is to create a cosy downtown area >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area is located to the north of motorway m7, on the western side of the fenyves-Parkváros district, at the 
perimeter of Érd-sóskút. fundoklia-valley, under protection by the natura 2000 protection since the year 2004, 
can be found to the east from the development area (residential area with garden suburban characteristics). This 
natural zone was tidied up and reorganised in 2007 and 2008, during which a study path was also created. 

The development area can currently be accessed via iparos utca - sóskúti utca - visegráci utca. access to the area 
could be simplified by creating a new exit from motorway m7.

Development of the 
szilvafás area

excellent location for the construction of environmentally conscious 
residential communities

favourable zone for the construction of educational buildings

Ideal area for the establishment of community-function buildings 
and investment
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fenyves-parkváros

sóskút, outskirt area

szilvafás, development area

motorway m7
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 3000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 15%

min. rate of green spaces: 50%

max. floor area indicator: 0.3

min. and max. building height: –6.0 m

lke-8 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The area includes properties with land registry no. 3642/1, 84,859 m2 
and no. 3609, 11,908 m2, in the ownership of the municipality, and a 
number of smaller properties in private ownership. The total size of the 
development area concerns 10.1 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
neither of the plots are covered. Development would require utilities 
to be developed, building lots to be created, and exploration roads and 
internal road network to be established. some utility lines are already 
available in the development area.

Construction zone: 
The regulation plan classifies the area into construction zone lke-8, 
residential area with garden suburbs features. The regulation only allows 
residential buildings and buildings for educational, healthcare, social and 
religious uses and functions to be erected. A maximum of 2 individual 
dwellings may be built on a plot. 

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

The proposed use of the area: establishment of a residential community 
with environmentally conscious features. Érd-parkváros is the fastest de-
veloping residential area of the city, with the highest number of new 
residential buildings erected. This area is comprised of one connected 
residential territory. The residential community would primarily attract 
a target group actively involved in environmental protection, currently 
living in Budapest or its agglomerations. 

The environmentally conscious technologies incorporated in the build-
ings would also enable maintenance costs to be kept low. Buildings 
would incorporate the most modern construction materials, making 
use of the achievements of passive house technologies; the energy sup-
ply of the buildings could be provided from renewable sources (solar 
and geothermal energy and biomass). The project would target the 
creation of app. 60 dwellings.

An eco-friendly subdivision may be put up here >
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loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the western part of the Tusculanum district of Érd, currently categorised as 
outskirt area. it is enclosed by the settlement border of Tárnok, Tárnoki út, könyves k. utca and zrínyi m. utca. 
The development area is surrounded by residential areas with garden suburbs features and with village features, 
its western side currently being used as agricultural land. Currently it can be accessed via lőcsei utca and Tárnoki 
utca. 

Development of Tárnoki út 
and its surroundings

Ideal area for the establishment of social institutions

excellent location for the construction of hospitals  
and convalescent hospitals
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1
road leading to motorway m7

Development area without buildings

tárnok, outskirt area

road leading to Érd city centre

1
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 20000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 50%

min. rate of green spaces: 30%

max. floor area indicator: 2,0

min. and max. building height: 6.0–10.5 m

vT-6 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The are is comprised of several properties. property with land regis-
try no. 0202, size 132,287 m2 is in the ownership of the municipality, 
similarly to a further 8 plots with a total surface area of 23,588 m2.  
The total size of the development area concerns 33.4 hectares.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
A part of smaller plots connecting to the development area have 
been acquired by the municipality. The lands are currently uncov-
ered, with some demolishable buildings. A part of the develop-
ment area is covered by forests, parts of which are to be preserved, 
other parts may be cleared by providing an adequate substitution 
elsewhere.  some utility lines are already available in the develop-
ment area. Development would necessitate these areas to be with-
drawn from agricultural utilisation, utilities to be developed, build-
ing lots to be created (in territories marked with tAK-category 
boundaries, plot borders have to be restructured), and exploration 
roads and internal road network to be established.

Construction zone: 
the regulation plan classifies the majority of the area into zone 
vt-6 (mixed city centre area), other parts are in zone ee (forest 
area for healthcare, social, touristic purposes). mixed settlement 
centre zones allow for residential buildings to be constructed, 
along with facilities for trade, services, catering, accommoda-
tions, for administrative, religious, educational, cultural, sports or 
for social use. regulations of construction zone vt-6 allow the 
erection of buildings on plots not smaller than the required lot 
size. no residential dwellings can be created, with the exception 
of quarters for personnel (a maximum of 4).

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

According to the findings of earlier studies, the area could be 
used for healthcare facilities offering inpatient care  - currently 
not available in Érd - such as a hospital, sanatorium, clinics or a 
retirement home. the operation of both facilities could be pro-
vided by the municipality or by private investors. 
this part of the city is not affected by transit traffic and does not 
accommodate industrial facilities that could disturb visitors. the 
closeness of the forest and the recreational area to be created in 
the surroundings could contribute to the successful recovery of 
patients or be a comfort to pensioners. the characteristics of the 
area, its advantages in this direction of use and the local demand 
for such services are a good indicator for the necessity of such an 
investment. According to statistics, the number of people requir-
ing medical care will rise significantly in the near future.

A high-capacity hospital or school can be hosted in this part of town  >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area proposed for development is located in the southern parts of Érd, at the eastern end of the Ófalu district, 
close to the river Danube, in a territory categorised as outskirt area. from downtown Érd it can be reached via 
felső utca running into fő utca - mecset utca. Ófalu is the oldest section of the city, the richest when it comes to 
natural treasures and man-made monuments. it has excellent touristic and recreational advantages, which need 
to be safeguarded within any planned investment. The area can also be reached using the eurovelo cycle route 
network.

Touristic development 
of Érd Ófalu

excellent area for the establishment of a recreational zone

favourable location for sports facilities

Ideal zone for equestrial tourism investments
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The river Danube
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< Minaret of Érd

method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 3000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 20%

min. rate of green spaces: 60%

max. floor area indicator: 0.3

min. and max. building height: –12.0 m

ksP lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
The properties proposed for development are plots with land reg-
istry nos. 033/4, size 45,300 m2, and no. 049, size 15,519 m2, both in 
the ownership of the municipality.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
The development area currently accommodates a sports ground, 
surrounded by garden suburb areas, protective forest areas, green 
spaces and a special utilities area. The centre of Ófalu includes ter-
mál hotel liget (providing a thermal spa and accommodations, 
in operation since years), with the minaret only a few hundred 
meters away and the Danube also within close reach.  The neigh-
bourhood forms a connected local value protected area. neces-
sary utilities can be provided on the property which is currently 
without utilities.

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies the area into 
construction zone Ksp, special area for sports use. The zone allows 
only buildings for sporting purposes to be established in the area.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal

An earlier study proposed the area to be used for the creation 
of an equestrian tourism centre, including a boarding house for 
riders, stables, open-air riding tracks and teaching tracks. services 
could also include horse boarding, riding lessons, renting horses 
and the accommodation of tourists with equestrian interests.

The area is also open for the creation for developments connected 
to other directions of sport and recreation.

Another reason for establishing a recreational zone is the low 
number of locations available for sports and freetime activities 
within Érd. As Ófalu has the opportunities to develop more signifi-
cant touristic functions in the future, utilisation plans should take 
this feature into account. equestrian tourism and services linked 
to horse-riding could attract ample visitors due to the closeness 
of Budapest.

Érd host a large number of historical festivals and events which attract visitors for the whole region >



loCaTion, aCCess ways
The area proposed for development is located in the southern parts of Érd, in the centre of Ófalu. from downtown 
Érd it can be reached via felső utca leading into fő utca. This is oldest section of the city, the richest when it comes 
to natural treasures and man-made monuments. Ófalu has excellent touristi and recreational advantages, which 
need to be safeguarded within any planned investment. The area can also be reached using the eurovelo cycle 
route network.

Development of the szapáry 
castle and its surroundings

excellent area for the construction of hotels and guesthouses

Ideal location for catering industry investment

favourable zone for infrastructural investment related  
to water tourism
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 5000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 25%

min. rate of green spaces: 50%

max. floor area indicator: 0.3

min. and max. building height: –10.0 m

kr-3 lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: The 
area proposed for development around the castle is registered un-
der no. 23947, in the ownership of the municipality, with a total 
size of 25,544 m2. 

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: The develop-
ment area is surrounded by residential areas with garden suburbs 
characteristics, by protective forests and by central mixed areas. 
termál hotel liget has been operating in the close neighbourhood 
for years, providing spa and hotel services.  A significant portion 
of the district is a connected local value protected area; the sur-
roundings of the old castle are regarded a registered archeological 
site. The single-floor estate superintendent’s house with its vaulted 
cellars (proposed for monument protection) is also in need of 
renovation.  The castle grounds hide an extensive system of medi-
eval vaulted cellars, which could also be incorporated in the future 
utilisation plans. necessary utilities can be provided in the area.

Construction zone: The regulation plan classifies the area into 
construction zone Kr-3, special recreational area. only buildings in 
connection with recreational facilities may be erected in such con-
struction zones. private dwellings may only be built for use by the 
owner, the operator or the personnel. Construction zone Kr-3 only 
allows for the creation of buildings and facilities for recreational 
purposes which are in line with the cultural heritage protection 
sites and monuments (pertaining to local history). The conditions 
for fulfilling environmental and cityscape requirements of the in-
vestment and the buildings, the ways of presenting existing val-
ues and integrating them into recreational use have to be verified 
within the preliminary building permit plan.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

The estate superintendent’s house, the castle cellars and the origi-
nal floor surface of the castle may be incorporated into the utilisa-
tion plans. The castle could be converted into a hotel similar to 
the original architectural style, making use of the existing parts of 
the building. such a utilisation could be interconnected with the 
plans for cycling, riding and water tourism. The extensive cellars of 
the castle could be used for catering and entertainment activities.

together with the equestrian centre planned in the nearby Ófalu 
district, this area could provide sophisticated recreational func-
tions, the harbor development on the Danube would improve 
traffic links, and the creation of infrastructure for water-oriented 
tourism and the yacht port would create further recreational pos-
sibilities. 

The current supply of accommodations provided in Érd are not 
sufficient. The planned development projects in the field of tour-
ism are expected to increase the demand for rooms even further. 
In shaping its character and functions, we need to take into con-
sideration that the hotel would provide services to tourists with 
cycling, riding and water-oriented interest. At the same time, it 
shouldn’t be forgotten that the Ófalu district would become a 
recreational zone for local residents, catering and entertainment 
facilities therefore need to take account of the increase in this de-
mand as well.

Ideal spot for cycling tourism >
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loCaTion, aCCess ways
The development area is located in the eastern part of Érd, in the Ófalu district, by the bank of the Danube, in the 
northern and southern ends of the Beliczay island. The area is surrounded by protective forests and green spaces.

The two locations can be reached via the protective dyke: from the premises of the waterworks at the northern 
end of the island, or via fő utca - Csónak utca in the southern part. Currently, the port can only be accessed on 
foot or by bicycle.

Development 
of the Danube harbor

The area is ideal for the establishment of a yacht marina

favourable zone for the establishment of a ship and boat port  
suitable for both passenger traffic and sport purposes

excellent location for the construction of buildings related  
to water management and water damage management
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eurovelo cycling route

Beliczay istland
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method of construction: freestanding

min. allowed plot size: 1000 m2

max. allowed coverage: 20%

min. rate of green spaces: 40%

max. floor area indicator: 0.6

min. and max. building height: –6.0 m

kr-4/k lanD DaTa
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DeTaileD DesCriPTion of The area

size and ownership structure of the development area: 
Development would concern the properties with land registry 
nos. 054/1, 054/2, 055/2 (total area: 41,943 m2), and nos. 24605 
and 24604 (total area: 8861 m2). plot no. 24605 (size: 2343 m2) is 
in the ownership of the municipality.

Current utilisation, characteristics, utilities: 
Ófalu is oldest section of the city, the richest when it comes to 
natural treasures and man-made monuments. It has excellent 
touristic and recreational advantages. The development area is 
located in the floodplain forest adjacent to the historical residen-
tial centre of the settlement, currently being managed by pilisi 
parkerdő. A study path was recently created on Beliczay island. 
The bicycle road laid down a few years ago as part of the eurovelo 
cycle route network. termál hotel liget has been operating in the 
centre of Ófalu for years, providing spa and hotel services, with 
the minaret only a few hundred meters away.  A significant part 
of the surrounding neighbourhood forms a connected local value 
protected area. The area is currently not fitted with utility lines.

Construction zone: 
the regulation plan classifies the area into construction zone Kr-
4, special recreational area. the northern part is located in the 
zone of floodplain forest are primarily with protective, secondar-
ily with touristic purposes: ev(e). no buildings may be erected in 
areas pertaining to protective forest zones. According to section 
32 of the hungarian national settlement planning and Construc-
tion requirements code (otÉK) buildings may only be erected 
here if they do not interfere with the protective function of the 
forest. regulation allows for buildings for purposes of water 

management and water damage elimination to be erected and 
objects pertaining to freetime activities, tourism, relaxation and 
sports to be placed. Construction zone Kr-4/k allows for harbor 
buildings and catering and service providing facilities in connec-
tion with the harbor function to be erected.

DeveloPmenT ProPosal 

the area could be used to provide the infrastructural require-
ments of river transport, by establishing a port for ships and 
boats both for passsenger traffic and sports purposes.  the pas-
senger port could be used by hydrofoils and water taxies head-
ing to Budapest, while the sports harbor could serve sail ships, 
rowboats and motorboats. It goes without saying that buildings 
required for the operation of the harbour (such as boathouses, 
ticket boots and buildings for the management) are allowed to 
be built in the area.

The area is suitable to host water-tourism >
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Key
planned line of regulation

construction zone and its borders

building site and its borders

underground building site and its borders

dimensions of regulation objects

construction line

border of front garden

trees or avenue of trees to be preserved or planted
+ + + + + + + + + +- - - -  -  -  -  -  -

- - - -  -  -  -  -  -+ + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + +

forest to be preserved within plot limits
+ + + + + + + + + +- - - -  -  -  -  -  -

- - - -  -  -  -  -  -+ + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + +

green spaces and trees to be preserved
+ + + + + + + + + +- - - -  -  -  -  -  -

- - - -  -  -  -  -  -+ + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + +

green spaces to be created
+ + + + + + + + + +- - - -  -  -  -  -  -

- - - -  -  -  -  -  -+ + + + + + + + + +
+ + + + + + + + + +

plot areas under coverage prohibition

area under plot reallocation obligation

roads for mixed use

pedestrian pavement / promenade

floor area of underpass or overpass for pedestrian crossing

vt-1 construction zone and acronym

building under local protection

border of local value protected area

areas wiTh PlanneD Coverage

ln residential area with city features

lk residential area with small town features

lke residential area with garden suburbs features

lf residential area with village features

vk central mixed area

vt mixed city centre area

Gksz trade-and-services commercial area

Gip other industrial commercial area

Kt special area – cemetery

Ksp special area – sporting area

K-rsk special area – events and sports centre

Kr special area – recreational area

Km special area – agricultural industrial area

Kh special area – waste management and urban management area

Kp special area – promenade of wine cellars

Kk special area – utilities

areas wiTh no PlanneD Coverage

KÖu areas of public traffic (existing public areas and private roads)

KÖk railway traffic area

Z green spaces

ev forest area for protective purposes

ev(e) forest area primarily for protective, secondarily for touristic purposes

ee forest area for healthcare, social, touristic purposes

má general agricultural area

mk garden-based agricultural area

mko restricted use agricultural area

v water resources management area – water bed

v-v water resources management area – waterworks

v-t water resources management area – embankment

proposed private road and plot border

proposed removal of plot border

proposed pedestrian crossing

major public parking lot and p+r lot with min. capacity featured

min. capacity of underground parking garage

building to be demolished as a condition for erecting a new structure

building not to be reerected after demolition

limit of area with planting obligation

municipal properties

buildings under monument protection

plot of buildings under monument protection

border of area under monument protection

registered archeological site

protected archeological site

border of area with archeological significance

protective zone, protective belt

border of nature conservation areas with national significance

border of natura 2000 areas

border of nature conservation areas with local significance

earth fort or burial mound

core areas of ecological networks

wildlife corridor

buffer zone of ecological networks

limit of settlement protection area

border of slip hazard area

hydrogeological protection zones, inner and outer

hydrogeological protection zones A and B

hydrogeological protection zone with a 50 year maturity  
– water catchment area of Diósd

water eruption hazard areas

elevated protective shore embankment

flood protection maintenance belt

plot area with building permission linked to relocation/rees-
tablishment of the forest surface

planned line of regulation proposed beyond the border of an 
adjacent settlement

 existing building with survey report carried out

 existing buiding without survey report

 demolished building marked on the base maps 
of the land registry office

120 isoline with altitude figure (elevation above Baltic sea level)

administrative limits

border of urban interior zones

railway lines

220 kv power lines (protective zone: 23 m on both sides)

120 kv power lines (protective zone: 18 m on both sides)

20 kv power lines (protective zone: 5 m on both sides) 

protective zone of 20 kv power lines

product pipeline

high pressure and high to middle pressure gas pipeline

urban interior zone limits planned in the regulation plan

---------------------

cellar network and its affected zones
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